
Ten, Nine, Eight 
By:   Bang, Molly 
 
10 small toes all washed and warm... 9 soft friends in a quiet 
room...In this rhythmic, reverse counting book, a young girl and 
her father make a game out of getting ready for bed. Paying 
careful attention to such nightly rituals as bath time, dressing, 
and all-important good-night kisses, they gently count down to 
the warm and welcoming "1 big girl all ready for bed" a sentiment 
even the most persistent sleep-evader will find hard to resist. 

 
 

City Critters 
By:  Banyard, Antonia 
 
Brightly coloured photographs and minimal text identifying the 
birds and animals that children may encounter in urban settings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Love You Head to Toe 
By:  Barron, Ashley 
 
Pairing creative rhyming similes with cut-paper collage art, Love 
You Head to Toe is an adorable book that compares newborn 
babies to baby animals on every page. Bright, playful illustrations 
show a different baby and a different species of animal, both 
engaged in similar behavior: babies stretch their limbs like sea 
stars, splash in the water like ducklings, toddle around like bear 
cubs, and fill their chubby cheeks like chipmunks. 
 

 
123:  Beep Beep Beep!:  A Counting Book (Everything Goes) 
By:  Biggs, Brian 
 
Vroom!  Beep Beep!  Count from 1 to 10 with fire trucks, 
motorcycles, race cars, and more! 
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Barnyard Dance 
By:  Boynton, Sandra 
 
Everybody sing along--because it's time to do-si-do in the 
barnyard with a high-spirited animal crew! Lively rhyming text 
and a die-cut cover reveal the wacky characters inside including 
twirling pigs, fiddle-playing cows, and other unforgettable 
animals. Guaranteed to get kids and adults stomping their feet. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Peek-A-Boo Zoo! 
By:  Cabrera, Jane 
 
Peek-a-boo baby, peek-a-boo zoo! Lemur's playing peek-a-boo, 
why don't you play too?  Join in the fun with curious Lemur and 
see who's hiding behind the cut-out holes. A pair of eyes peeks 
through each page as Lemur finds out who's hiding, including a 
panda, a parrot, a kangaroo, and a monkey. The last spread, 
which is hidden by many different die-cuts, reveals a whole zoo 
of characters! 
 
 

 
Rain, Rain, Go Away! 
By:  Church, Caroline Jayne 
 
RAIN, RAIN, GO AWAY is already a well-loved preschool 
favorite. Now this board book with a full-foil cover will catch 
everyone's eye (rain or shine!) as Church's toddlers and stuffed 
animals are as adorable as ever in colorful rain gear. A pitch-
perfect song for rainy days, sunny days, or any day! 
 
 
 
 

 
Lots of Kisses 
By:  Crozier, Lorna 
 
Kisses for baby from nose to toes! Award-winning poet Lorna 
Crozier’s soothing lullaby, combined with beautiful photographs, 
is a perfect board book for parents and caregivers to snuggle up 
and read with their oh-so-kissable little ones. 
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Llama Llama Wakey-Wake 
By:  Dewdney, Anna 
 
Start a brand-new day the Llama way with this board book by 
Anna Dewdney. A good day starts with breakfast and brushing, 
kissing and hugging. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Jane Foster’s Black and White 
By:  Foster, Jane 
 
In this beautiful and sophisticated black and white board book, 
children will be introduced to bold, black and white images, such 
as penguins, pandas, zebras, polar bears, and more! 
Time for Bed 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Time For Bed 
By:  Fox, Mem 
 
Darkness is falling everywhere and little ones are getting sleepy, 
feeling cozy, and being tucked in. It’s time for a wide yawn, a big 
hug, and a snuggle under the covers--sleep tight! 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Friends (Busy Baby) 
By:  Gillingham, Sara 
 
In Friends, Busy Baby can play, share, paint, and help cleanup. 
Whatever Busy Baby does, the most important thing is to make 
some new friends along the way.  
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Bath Time 
By:  Hughes, Susan 
 
In Bath Time, each page features a full-color photo of a familiar 
animal followed by a two-word text that includes the animal's 
name and a verb to describe what the animal is doing, e.g. 
Penguin splishing/ Horse splashing. At the end of the book, a 
young child is shown having a bath.  
 
 
 
 

 
Night Cars 
By:  Jam, Teddy 
 
It is late at night in the city. From his father's shoulder, a 
sleepless baby watches the snow drift down from the sky onto 
the busy street below. What are all those noises? What are all 
those lights? His tired but patient father explains everything, from 
the bustle of taxis swishing through the slush to the grinding and 
slamming of the early-morning garbage trucks. 
 
 

 
Baby’s Big Busy Book 
By:  Katz, Karen 
 
Follow along throughout the day as Baby wakes up, eats, and 
gets ready to play! This jumbo-sized busy book featuring Karen 
Katz's bright and colorful artwork is jam-packed with interactive 
activities (touch-and-feels, lift-the-flaps, mirrors, and more) that 
are sure to keep little ones engaged and entertained. 
 
 
 
 

 
Hello Ocean Friends 
By:  Lemay, Violet 
 
Making connections between images on a page and the real 
world is an important building block for your baby's 
communication skills--and this charming introduction to ocean 
creatures, paired with friendly text and bold, basic patterns, 
provides an important high-contrast experience for young 
developing eyes. Using simple greetings like "Hi there, starfish" 
and "Hola, jellyfish" alongside black-and-white art by Julissa 
Mora, Hello, Ocean Friends is the perfect building block for 
babies just beginning to look around and learn about their world. 
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Look Look Outside! 
By:  Linenthal, Peter 
 
A black-and-white board book just right for baby's eyes 
In striking black-and-white images perfect for infant eyes, 
ladybugs fly, cars zoom, and clouds float. With bold, simple text 
and art, this board book makes an ideal learning experience for 
very young babies and a perfect shower gift. 
 
 
 
 

 
Making Faces:  A First Book of Emotions 
By:  Magnuson, Molly 
 
This bold, beautiful board book introduces five essential 
expressions: happy, sad, angry, surprised, and silly. Each is 
introduced with a large image of a baby's face. Readers are 
asked to mimic the face, then pick it out from a group of other 
babies. The very last spread includes all of the expressions from 
the previous pages, and a mirror so readers can watch 
themselves make any face they please. 
 
 

 
Jump! 
By:  Matsuoka, Tatsuhide 
 
A frog jumps. Boing! A kitten jumps. Boi-ing! A dog jumps. 
Boiyyyyyyoiingg! "And I jump too--BOING!" This joyful book 
gets children joining in the fun of each animal's jump--sharing 
the sounds and actions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Time for Bed 
By:  McDougall, Carol 
 
Time for Bed is a fun and simple step-by-step bedtime story for 
babies and toddlers.  From bathtime to storytime, this book 
guides families through a healthy nightly routine with simple, 
read-aloud text and joyful photos. 
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You Are One 
By:  O’Leary, Sara 
 
A baby's first year is full of memorable milestones. Learning to 
crawl, taking first steps, tasting new foods, and forming first 
words are all exciting achievements. You Are One looks back on 
each of these universal moments and more, inviting little ones 
and their parents to celebrate how much they have grown and 
discovered in just one year, from playing peekaboo to first teeth. 
 
 
 
 
Yummy Yucky 
By:  Patricelli, Leslie 
 
Spaghetti is yummy, but worms -- and blue crayons, and sand, 
and other things too gross to mention -- are definitely yucky 
when tasted. Amiably illustrated in a bright, graphic style, Leslie 
Patricelli's spirited board book, Yummy Yucky stars an obliging, 
bald, and very expressive toddler who acts out each pair of 
opposites with comically dramatic effect. 
 
 
 

 
The Babies and Doggies Book 
By:  Schindel, John 
 
Babies and doggies do many of the same things. They squirm, 
sniff, sit, and splash. They play ball and cuddle. Lots of things 
babies do, doggies do too! This board book explores the similar 
actions shared by baby and baby's best friend. Illustrated with 
beautiful, full-color photograp featuring an array of dog breeds 
and a diverse cast of babies, The Babies and Doggies Book is a 
visual feast for infants, a fun read-aloud for parents, and treat for 
baby-and dog-overs. 
 
We Sang You Home 
By:  Van Camp, Richard 
 
In this sweet and lyrical board book from the creators of the 
bestselling Little You, gentle rhythmic text captures the wonder 
new parents feel as they welcome baby into the world. A 
celebration of the bond between parent and child, this is the 
perfect song to share with your little ones. 
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Wiggles 
By:  Zucchelli-Romer, Claire 
 
Colourful, die-cut dots and playful, grooved paths encourage little 
fingers to move and explore in this latest Touch Think Learn 
board book. In a format unlike any other, the groundbreaking 
Touch Think Learn books offer the youngest learners an 
opportunity to explore in a hands-on, multi-sensory way. Seeing 
the image, tracing its shape, saying its name: These modes of 
perception combine to stimulate understanding of essential 
concepts. 
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